
Richard Post

Hello I’m Richard Post, 51 years old and i was born in a fishing town
called IJmuiden, and live now in the city Dordrecht, a city with a lot
of artists.

At the age of 5 I started to draw in a sketchbook and draw almost
every day mostly ships. At the age of 13 to draw make place for to
making music and play in different bands.

In august 2017 I give up the music and wanted to draw again and I
was not thinking to paint. At the same time on my facebook I saw a
episode of Bob Ross witch I was following the whole serie in the 80’s
and think to myself that was the thing I wanted to do so I buy some
brushes and oilpaint and started to paint wet on wet, from te first
painting the reaction came on facebook and they were positive so
now I  really started to paint.  I  painted 30 paintings like this but I
missed something I wanted to paint in very detail so I searching on
the internet and saw an artist who was painting photorealistic I took
one lesson online and this painting was the result of all my paintings
now. I  paint the nature and historic places the way you see them
with a lot of details no explanation needed.

So from January 2018 I started with my collection.

In the summer I was invited for an art event Kunsthoofd during the
summer in Dordrecht. For two months every Sunday I standing there
with my paintings.

In the summer I decided to send the painting goose island for the
contest  painting  of  the  year,  and  in  November  this  painting  was
nominated. And now I  have an exhibition at the Marziart  Galerie
witch I’ve been very proud off to show my paintings.


